
 Stability in the international system is, once again, being 
threatened by the growth of nuclear arsenals. Since the 

end of the Cold War, the US and NATO have come to 
take for granted that their conventional military strength 
will remain unsurpassed. In the process, they have neglect-
ed to study other countries’ doctrinal discourses on nuclear 
warfare, which are growing more nuanced and intricate 
over time. There is an urgent need to remedy this short-
coming, through a renewed policy debate on how the West 
can manage nuclear risks. 

At present, intellectual and political inclinations are 
to avoid the issue and pretend as though there is no prob-
lem. Security experts take comfort from the fact that the 
Cold War balance of strength has been fundamentally re-
versed: today, it is Russia instead of the 
West that is militarily weak in conven-
tional terms, and thus needs nuclear 
weapons to mask this weakness. Unfor-
tunately, Russia sees it the same way: It 
continues to modernize its forces while 
the West does not. This unilateral up-
grading programme has given Moscow a 
false sense of confidence that it can be 
belligerent without suffering any conse-
quences. In the course of the Ukraine cri-
sis, President Putin, referring to Mos-
cow’s nuclear arsenal, emphasized that 
other countries should not mess with 
Russia.

Moreover, China is debating 
whether its nuclear no-first use doctrine 
is still appropriate; Pakistan is introduc-
ing tactical nuclear weapons as a coun-
terweight to India’s conventional superi-

ority; and India is building up a complete nuclear triad. 
One should also consider North Korea, although its bal-
listic missile capabilities are limited and it is unclear 
whether the country possesses operational nuclear war-
heads that can be delivered by missiles. To some extent, 
this is a moot point: Pyongyang is already perceived as a 
nuclear threat by its neighbors, who plan and behave ac-
cordingly. In case Iran were to continue on its current 
course as a virtual nuclear power, the further nuclearization 
of the Middle East shall become almost certain. 

That said, the demand for credible extended nuclear 
deterrence by US allies is increasing. Because the US has 
not introduced new nuclear systems for some decades, the 
Obama Administration needs to adjust its nuclear capaci-
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ties ‘on the fly’. Furthermore, NATO, which stresses that it 
remains a nuclear alliance as long as nuclear weapons exist, 
has yet to define exactly what the role of nuclear weapons 
in its strategy should be. 

In any event, the Atlantic Alliance needs to discuss 
its nuclear strategy requirements against the backdrop of 
Western discourses that – inspired by US President Oba-
ma’s ‘Global Zero’ speech of April 2009 – often talk about 
nuclear disarmament in isolation from strategic needs. 
While the total elimination of nuclear weapons should in-
deed be the long-term goal, the US and NATO can hardly 
afford to delink nuclear disarmament and strategy. Rather, 
what is needed is a serious debate that combines arms con-
trol and disarmament with current nuclear strategy needs. 
A possible first step might be to examine what Paul I. 
Bernstein has called the ‘evolving’ nuclear landscape.

Russia: Expanded Role for Nuclear Weapons
Russia remains the only country with a nuclear arsenal that 
is capable of destroying the United States. The Russian rul-
ing elite clearly perceives this capacity as a great power at-
tribute that it does not wish to negotiate away. At the same 
time, President Putin sees nuclear weapons as guarantors 
and symbols of Russian influence in the immediate neigh-
borhood and beyond. To underscore its nuclear great pow-
er status, Russian submarines operate off the US east coast, 
probably equipped with nuclear-tipped cruise missiles, 
while nuclear capable bombers fly close to NATO territory 
in Europe.

In addition to the increasing political role of Rus-
sian nuclear weapons, against the backdrop of its conven-
tional weakness, Moscow has also put more military em-
phasis on nuclear systems. Its current military doctrine 

states that Russia will retaliate with nu-
clear forces against a nuclear, chemical or 
biological attack on itself or its allies and 
go nuclear if an existential threat is posed 
by a conventional attack. Because Rus-
sian analysts perceive such conventional 
threats as increasingly likely, Russia’s nu-
clear strategy encompasses a concept for 
deterring and terminating conventional 
war based on the threat of limited nuclear 
strikes. 

In its new military doctrine of 
December 2014, Russia did not threaten 
preventive nuclear strikes as had been ex-
pected by some commentators. However, 
some experts believe that in recent years 
Russian military analysts have thought 
much more about nuclear warfighting 
than their US counterparts. In doing so, 
they reflect a view that nuclear weapons 
might play a role in local or regional con-
flicts. Russian strategists particularly en-
vision the first use of nonstrategic nuclear 

weapons under relatively low levels of provocation. Unsur-
prisingly, Russia’s current numerical advantage over NATO 
in nonstrategic nuclear forces is seen in Moscow as an im-
portant military asset. Some even expect Russia to develop 
nuclear capabilities tailored to limited war scenarios, put-
ting emphasis on nuclear capable cruise missiles on both 
land and sea. 

China: ‘No First Use’ No More?
Like Russia, China’s leading elites appear to attribute a 
significant political role to nuclear weapons. President Xi 
Jinping stated in December 2012 that nuclear arms offer 
significant strategic support to China’s great-power status.

Ever since China introduced nuclear weapons in 
1964, it has followed a nuclear no-first-use doctrine. For a 
long time, no explicit strategy or deployment plans were 
developed that went beyond this fundamental principle. 
China built up a comparatively small nuclear force largely 
aimed at deterrence based on the ability to retaliate, and 
explicitly declined to become involved in arms races with 
other nuclear powers. Over a long period, the number of 
strategic nuclear arms that it possessed, i.e., those that 
could reach the US, remained stable at about 20 warheads.

While China today officially still sticks to its no-
first-use commitment, an internal debate has emerged 
about whether no-first-use remains appropriate for China. 
Triggered by US missile defense and conventional prompt 
global strike plans, this discussion has concentrated on the 
issue of whether nuclear weapons should deter, and if need 
be, defeat non-nuclear attacks that pose a threat to vital 
Chinese interests. Needless to say, the survivability of Chi-
na’s strategic nuclear forces belongs into this category of 
‘vital interests’. At the same time, some Chinese pundits 

An Agni-V missile is launched on September 15, 2013. India successfully test-fired this 
nuclear-capable missile for a second time. REUTERS/DRDO
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have argued that China should threaten nuclear strikes in 
the event of US military support for a Taiwanese declara-
tion of independence.

Today, it is unclear whether limited nuclear coun-
terstrikes in response to non-nuclear attacks will become 
part of China’s doctrine. What is however evident is that 
China’s nuclear strategy debate is much more sophisticated 
than it was before. For instance, China now plans to carry 
out nuclear retaliation strikes to shock a potential adver-
sary and restore deterrence. This may include nuclear 
strikes below the strategic level to de-escalate a conflict.

Pakistan and India: Nuclear Tension
As is the case with China, India follows a nuclear no-first-
use strategy. Its nuclear arsenal is oriented at a minimum 
credible deterrent. If a nuclear attack would occur, India 
would retaliate with a massive counterstrike designed to 
inflict unacceptable damage.

Delhi is in the process of establishing a nuclear tri-
ad consisting of nuclear forces on land, sea and in the air. 
This ambitious program – although so far not encompass-
ing more than 100 nuclear warheads – is about to depart 
from the original minimum deterrence posture. Rather, In-
dia seeks a usable and survivable nuclear force that can ex-
ercise a range of military options. This can be explained by 
the Indian perception of a growing nuclear threat from 
China as well as the aim of using nuclear weapons as po-
litical leverage.

In addition, Indian policymakers are re-assessing 
the no-first-use doctrine. Already, the no-first-use com-
mitment is only valid against non-nuclear weapon states. 
Moreover, Delhi is retaining the option of using nuclear 
weapons first in the event of a chemical or biological attack 
on its territory or forces. Finally, India aims to attack Chi-
nese or Pakistani nuclear targets with conventional forces 
if war occurs, increasing the likelihood of 
nuclear escalation.

The most worrying development 
however is that India’s arch rival Pakistan 
perceives Delhi’s existing conventional 
superiority, and potential future nuclear 
superiority, as a growing threat that 
might result in escalation dominance 
over Pakistan. As a result, Islamabad is 
relying more upon the early first use of 
nuclear weapons in its own strategy and 
is emphasizing the deployment of tactical 
nuclear forces. In a crisis situation, the 
early employment of nuclear weapons 
cannot be ruled out.

Given that India and Pakistan 
have already come close to nuclear war 
during the Kargil crisis of 1999, the situ-
ation in South Asia is the most worri-
some when it comes to the likelihood of 
the next use of nuclear weapons.

US and NATO: Nuclear Weapons Neglect
As opposed to Russia, China, India, and Pakistan, since 
1990, the US and NATO have not put much emphasis on 
nuclear weapons. Ronald Reagan was the last US Presi-
dent to introduce new nuclear systems. Since then, every 
US President has left the White House with fewer nuclear 
weapons than when he entered it. 

Moreover, all post-Cold War administrations have 
reduced the salience of nuclear weapons for US strategy. 
Qualifying the role of nuclear weapons, George W. Bush 
introduced a ‘New Triad’ consisting first of non-nuclear 
and nuclear strike capabilities; second, of defenses encom-
passing active defenses, passive defenses, and defensive in-
formation operations; and third, an improved infrastruc-
ture defined as the aggregate of the laboratories, plants, 
and workforce that develop, build, maintain, and modern-
ize the other elements of the ‘New Triad’.

Bush’s successor Barack Obama updated the US 
nuclear declaratory policy to the extent that the US will 
not use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-
nuclear weapon states that are party to the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and in compliance with their 
nuclear nonproliferation obligations; would only consider 
the use of nuclear weapons in extreme circumstances to 
defend US vital interests or those of its allies and partners; 
would continue to strengthen conventional capabilities 
and reduce the role of nuclear weapons in deterring non-
nuclear attacks, with the objective of making the deter-
rence of nuclear attacks on the United States and its allies 
the sole purpose of U.S. nuclear weapons. Furthermore, 
Obama renounced the development of any new nuclear 
weapon system.

Likewise, NATO has also scaled down the role of 
nuclear forces for its strategy. US nuclear warheads in Eu-
rope have been reduced from more than 7000 in the 1960s 
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to about 180-200 today. France and the United Kingdom 
have also reduced their nuclear forces while at the same 
time modernizing them. Moreover, alert levels and readi-
ness criteria have been adjusted. In the course of the  
NATO-Russia founding act of 1996, NATO declared that 
it had no intention, no plan, and no reason to deploy nu-
clear weapons on the territory of new members. It was not 
until the 2012 NATO summit in Chicago that the Alli-
ance focused once again on nuclear matters. Triggered by 
the demand of a group of members led by Germany to 
under certain circumstances remove US nuclear weapons 
from European territories, members agreed on compro-
mise language stating that as long as there are nuclear 
weapons in the world, NATO will remain a nuclear alli-
ance. At the Wales Summit of September 2014, NATO 
members repeated that phrase. They moved on to mention 
that the circumstances in which any use of nuclear weap-
ons might have to be contemplated are extremely remote.

The need for a new nuclear debate 
The evolving nuclear landscape shows countries such as 
Russia, China, India and Pakistan as increasingly delving 
into nuclear matters, whereas in the US and within NATO 
nuclear affairs still are low on the agenda. Indeed, Western 
countries in the post-Cold-War era had good reasons to 
concentrate on different challenges such as out-of-area op-
erations in the Balkans or in Afghanistan. Moreover, the 
US and NATO could afford to more or less turn a blind 
eye on nuclear questions given their overwhelming con-
ventional superiority.

However, this era has ended. With the significance 
of nuclear weapons likely to increase in the international 
arena, Western countries need to adjust. This is by no 
means to argue in favor of nuclear rearmament. Less in 
terms of nuclear weapons may indeed be more in terms of 
strategic stability. What is however needed is a public de-
bate that combines nuclear strategy requirements with nu-
clear arms control opportunities. Some of the questions 
that should be at the center of such a debate are:
•	 	What	does	nuclear	stability	(ie.,	efforts	to	minimize	the	

likelihood of nuclear war) mean in the 21th century?
•	 	What	extended	nuclear	deterrence	posture	is	appropri-

ate?
•	 	How	many	and	what	nuclear	forces	are	needed?
•	 	What	should	be	the	goals	of	future	nuclear	arms	control	

negotiations? How could more nuclear countries in ad-
dition to Russia be involved in such efforts?

In short, the West needs to intellectually invest in handling 
the existence of nuclear capacities in a way that, in a best 
case scenario, allows for the substantial reduction of the 
salience of nuclear weapons – not only for the West, but for 
all nuclear powers.
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